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The Rastogi family, was celebrating the wedding reception of their daughter Komal, when the star cast of &TVs upcoming show Ek Vivah Aisa Bhi gate crashed the wedding celebrations. Decked up as baaratis, the actors made a grand entry with dhols and barged into the festivities.
Tasneem, Sonali and Abhishek made their way to the lucky couple, showered them with gifts and blessings. The surprised bride and groom couldnt stop grinning from ear to ear. Tassnim then took center stage and spoke about why they gatecrashed the wedding and about the show which
is themed around a wedding. The friends and families present there were only too happy to see these beautiful gatecrashers and welcomed them with open arms, wide smiles, dropped-jaws, popped eyes and a whole lot of selfies. The young, quirky and talented Shritama Mukherjee is
known for her quality work and has made quite a mark for herself in the industry. Known for her vivacious role in Dekha Ek Khwab, this actress has bagged the role of a parallel lead in Nivedita Basus Ek Vivaah Aisa Bhi. Meanwhile, Ek Vivaah Aisa Bhi will be having a crossover episode with
Agnifera and is seeing the off screen reunion of Yukti Kapoor, Sonali Nikam, Abhishek Malik and Ankit Gera as these actors have crossed paths with each other in the past. By IANS : Living your life and portraying it through cinema is every moviemakers dream. And that is what debutant
director Kaushik Ghatak has done in his film Ek Vivaah... Aisa Bhi.The concept of the film is very close to my heart. I have actually lived the life I have portrayed in my film. I have had to stay away from family and my home to make a career and also had been in love with my wife for more
than seven years before we got married, said GhatakI knew exactly the way the emotions needed to be shown on screen and it has been much easier for me to explain the characters to the cast. I am sure loads of Indians will relate easily to the characters and emotions in the film, he
added.Isha Kopikkar and Sonu Sood play main leads in the film that is schedule for Nov 7 release.
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the wedding was a classical affair with rituals and traditions. after the ceremony, the traditional gitaar sessions began. meanwhile, preeti and her friend sunny, were holding a surprise party for the bride and groom. no one had any clue that everything was preplanned and they were looking
for a surprise in the form of the famous cast of &tvs upcoming show. all of a sudden, the curtains opened and there they were. everyone was thrilled and started snapping selfies. the tv show took a huge leap with this special episode and i hope the cast will be back for a similar episode. as
the group entered the hall, the family and their friends huddled together and welcomed the stars with open arms. komal, viva and abhi were welcomed with flowers and congratulatory wishes. with tears in their eyes, the bride and groom were overwhelmed. before the guests left, they were
given mahaanwari kits. each kit had a pair of dance pants, a skirt, a dupatta and a decorative mirror. the family and the stars were surprised to see each other. the friends of the family, played the part of the gatecrashers on set, except for tasneem and sonali. anuradha paudwal, who has
acted in many leading roles, took the lead role in the show, playing the part of the absent friend who was a maid of honour in the wedding. she said she was really excited to act in this show and her favourite episode is when she gets to dance with abhishek. meghna malik, was also seen

playing a part. meghna has been appearing in both tv and movies. abhishek is playing the role of abhishek. he's extremely happy with this role as he gets to act with his childhood hero anuradha paudwal. 5ec8ef588b
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